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Surface double-layer structure different from the interior was found in BiFeO$_3$ thin film grown on SrRuO$_3$ covered SrTiO$_3$ (110) substrate by pulsed laser deposition. It was shown that BiFeO$_3$ film exhibits epitaxial phase with single domain. X-ray reflectivity and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results revealed a skin layer of less than 1 nm with a reduced electron density and different surface state. Grazing incidence x-ray diffraction convinced a surface multi-domain structure of several nm beneath the surface skin layer. The double-layer near surface structure would be originated from the large depolarization field produced by the single-domain structure with strain.

BiFeO$_3$ (BFO) is one of the most important multiferroic oxides with high ferroelectric, ferromagnetic ordering temperature, and large ferroelectric polarization. Owing to its intriguing properties, BFO has the potential to be used in next generation devices such as information storage, spintronics, and sensors. All these applications are realized in complex components or thin-film geometries. In this case, the surface of ferroelectric can significantly affect the multiferroic properties. Therefore, it is important to understand and control the surface structure of ferroelectrics. Actually, ferroelectric surface has been widely studied, it is well known that structural or electronic surface layers exist at the surface of SrTiO$_3$ (STO), BaTiO$_3$, and PbTiO$_3$. However, the near surface structure of BFO remains not very clear and needs better understanding.

Recent studies have reported surface layer also exists at BFO single crystal, the skin layer of several nm has different lattice parameters and Bi core level state different from those of the bulk. Further investigation suggests that there should be two layers at the surface of BFO single crystal, a ferroelectrically "dead" outer skin and a subsurface nanodomains layer of less than a micron deep. However, up to now, most of the research on BFO surface has been performed on single crystal, very little attention has been paid to the surface of BFO films. Due to the variety of strain, orientation, interface, and size effect, the surface of ferroelectric films can be rather complex than that of single crystal.

In this work, we investigate the surface structure of epitaxial BFO film on SrTiO$_3$ (110) substrate by X-ray reflectivity (XRR), X-ray diffraction, angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GID). We found that there are two layers at the surface of BFO film: a skin layer of less than 1 nm with reduced electron density and different surface state and a surface multi-domain structure of several nm beneath the skin layer.

The BFO film was deposited on single crystal STO (110) substrate with SrRuO$_3$ (SRO) bottom electric layer by the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) equipped with high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The substrate temperature was maintained at 610 °C and the oxygen partial pressure was kept at 10 Pa during the deposition process. The thickness of BFO film used in this study is about 300 nm. The detailed deposition conditions have been described elsewhere.

The microstructure was characterized at beamline BL14B1 of Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) with a wavelength of 1.2387 Å. XPS measurements were performed using an Al K$_\alpha$ radiation (1486.6 eV) at $3 \times 10^{-9}$ mbar background pressure.

X-ray diffraction results (theta-2theta, phi scan, not shown) reveal that the film is composed of phase-pure, epitaxial BFO and SRO on STO substrate aligned along the (110) direction. Fig. 1(a) shows the reciprocal space mapping (RSM) figure around the (110) reflection of STO, the lattice constant was calculated using the angular position of the Bragg reflection. From the measurement, we determine that the interplanar spacing of BFO pseudocubic (110) is about 2.83 Å, which is slightly larger than that of bulk phase (2.80 Å). The elongation of $d$ (110) is a result of the in-plane compression from STO substrate. The in-plane structure of the film was examined by an asymmetric RSM scan around the (221) plane of STO (Fig. 1(b)). From the RSM figure, we found that BFO Bragg peak is located outside of the vertically line, indicating that the epitaxial strain from substrate has been partly relaxed. The elongate of the peak in Q$_x$ direction would reflect the strain relaxation process along the growth direction. Furthermore, we found that BFO peaks do not exhibit any splitting of the (110) and (221) reflections, indicating a single domain structure of BFO. The formation of the single domain state might be due to the small misfit angle of the substrate.

Fig. 2 shows the XRR profile of the sample measured in air. To present the interference fringes more clearly, we also plotted the reflectivity data as $R^*Q_z$ vs $Q_z$ in Fig. 2, where $Q_z = 4\pi \sin \theta /\lambda$ is the vertical wave-vector transfer. A broad bump can be seen between 0.2 and 0.25 Å$^{-1}$, indicating that a surface structure is present on top of the film with an electron density different from the underlying BFO layer. We simulated the XRR profile using the matrix formalism corrected by a Croce–Nevot factor. However, we found that...
the model including only one surface layer fails to reproduce the experimental data with reasonable parameters, an additional skin layer has to be added to obtain better fitting. The electron density profile obtained from the fitting data is shown in the inset of Fig. 2; one finds clearly that there are three regions in the curve, corresponding to the BFO layer, the surface layer, and the skin layer. The BFO layer has an electron density of $2.06\, e^/-A^3$, this value is very close to the electron density of bulk BFO phase (about $2.13\, e^/-A^3$), indicating that the film has a dense structure. The surface layer has a thickness of about 3 nm with an electron density of $1.99\, e^/-A^3$, which is slightly smaller than that of the beneath BFO layer. The skin layer has a smallest electron density with a thickness of about 8 Å, related to the surface relaxation of BFO in the surface region. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to probe the surface morphology; we found that local RMS (root mean square) roughness of the surface is about 1.03 Å. This value is almost equal to the thickness of the skin layer obtained from the fitting. According to the AFM results, the XRR simulation is considered to be reasonable. To further verify this two-layer model, we performed XPS and GID experiments, respectively.

Angle resolved XPS can provide chemical state and depth distribution of elements at the near surface region. Fig. 3 shows the Bi 4f core-level spectra of the sample taken at the takeoff angle of 20° (surface sensitive), 60°, and 90° (bulk sensitive), respectively. Two components are observed in the Bi 4f spectra indicating two different electronic environments. Moreover, with the decreasing of the takeoff angle, the intensity of the higher binding energy component increases, indicating that this component is originated from the surface (Bi surface state). The thickness of the layer containing Bi surface state can be estimated by the formula $d = \frac{\lambda \sin \alpha}{\ln (R/R_\infty + 1)}$, where $\lambda$ is the mean attenuation length (about 20.1 Å), $\alpha$ is the takeoff angle, $R$ is the intensity ratio of $I_{\text{surface}}/I_{\text{bulk}}$, and $R_\infty$ is the ratio $I_{\text{surface}}/I_{\text{bulk}}$ in the case of infinitely thick surface layer and bulk sample (approximately to be 1). The plot of $\ln (R/R_\infty + 1)$ versus $1/\sin \alpha$ will produce a straight line through zero whose slope is $d/\lambda$, and therefore, we obtain the thickness of the layer contained Bi surface state, to be about 3.5 Å. This value is slightly smaller than that of the skin layer (about 8 Å) from XRR simulation, which suggests that the Bi surface state should be originated from the low electron density skin layer.

To obtain the surface structure of BFO, we perform GID experiments on the sample in both in-plane directions. Depth-dependence structure information can be obtained by this technique, as the incident angle of x-ray beam is less than critical angle, the penetration depth of the x-rays becomes on the nanometer order. The critical angle of BFO is calculated to be about 0.31° at 10 keV, corresponding to a penetration depth of about 5 nm. The in-plane interplanar spacings, as determined from the (002) and (1–1 0) diffraction peaks at different incident angles, are plotted in Fig. 4(a). When the incident angle is larger than 0.35°, the interplanar spacings of both in-plane axis almost keep constant. However, when the incident angle is smaller than 0.35°, it is impressive to find
that the interplanar spacing of (002) increases from 1.969 Å to 1.976 Å, meanwhile, that of (1–10) decreases from 2.789 Å to 2.786 Å. From these results, we conclude that the surface region (estimated to be about 5 nm) should have different structure with the interior of the film, consistent with the surface layer in XRR model. The different variation tendency of \( d \) (002) and \( d \) (1–10) in the surface layer should imply a complex strain relaxation mechanism in the film, which might lead to a different phase or domain structure in the near surface region. In order to clarify this, RSM analysis was performed under grazing incidence condition. Fig. 4(b) shows the in-plane RSM figure around (1–10) peak of STO at incident angle of 0.2°, it can be seen that four peaks (marked with white circle) exist in the RSM. Since the (1–10) reflection is sensitive to the structural difference between BFO ferroelectric domains, the existence of four (1–10) structure variants indicate that the surface layer should encompass four polarization directions. In other words, the surface layer of several nm presents multi-domain structure.

Based on the above analysis, the double-layer surface structure of BFO by XRR fitting has been proved to be reasonable. There are two layers on top of the (110) oriented BFO film, a surface relaxation layer of less than 1 nm, and a surface multi-domain layer of about several nm. These results are different with that of BFO single crystals, which reported a skin layer about several nm or surface domain structure of about a micron, and the reason might be due to the different surface effect and strain state between films with bulk. Our results are also different with the BFO films on LaAlO\(_3\) (LAO) substrates. \(^{24,25}\) Infante et al. investigated the structure of BFO film and revealed a T-like phase due to the large misfit strain of about \(-4.8\%\) between BFO and LAO, \(^{24}\) the strain is released by the coexistence phases of T-like and R-like. In our study, the strain from STO substrate is partly released by the formation of single domain and complex surface structure. This might be the result of the smaller lattice misfit of \(-1.3\%\) between BFO and STO, which convinced that strains will significantly affect the structure of ferroelectric films.

Due to the ferroelectric polarization, a lot of macroscopic electric charges gather at the surface of ferroelectrics, the unshielded surface charges can generate a large depolarization field, which is considered to be a dominant controlling factor of the surface effect in ferroelectrics. This field can be screened by a variety of mechanisms, such as surface free charge, surface relaxation, dead layer, or surface ordered domains, depending on various ferroelectrics or electrical boundary conditions. \(^{26}\)

In fact, the surface structure of the ferroelectric films can be rather complex due to variety of strain and growth processing conditions. \(^{27}\) Our results convince that single-domain ferroelectric state cannot be stabilized in the (110) oriented BFO film. Meanwhile, the top unit-cell suffers different chemical environment due to surface termination, which produces a different electric structure with relaxed lattice, thereby compensate the depolarization field to reach a more stable surface state.

In summary, the surface of epitaxial BFO/SRO/STO film was investigated in this work. It was shown that two layers exist at the surface of BFO film: a skin layer of less than 1 nm with reduced electron density and different surface state on top of the film, and a surface layer of several nm with multi-domain structure beneath the skin layer. The double-layer near surface structure would be originated from the large depolarization field produced by the single-domain structure.
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